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About This Game

INFRA puts you into the boots of an ordinary structural analyst – nothing more than a desk jockey assigned to survey some
routine structural damage. Quickly though, your 5d3b920ae0
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It is brilliant!. I have a strange love for this game. Though It might have a slow boil, it has reasons for it. This game sucked me
in and I wanted to see the end. which I did. pro's : - environmental horror : the level is out to get you sometimes, but when? - self
aware : this game is aware of its bs, and the protagonist is to. It comments on itself right when you want to. - realistic levels : it
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feels like a world that could exist. Every site could work, if it was'nt broken. - tricky puzzels : okay, some are hell-ish, but most
are highly doable if you keep thinking (some hate you though). - length : this game was longer then I expected, and it feelt like a
real journey. - OCD paradise : this game has stuff hidden EVERYWHERE. and its all easy to miss. - action-reaction : your
actions effect the world arround you, even in later levels. hint: look for e-mails. - trains : mini-trains are fun. This game has
them . allot :D - originality : I cant think of another game that does this. (those "simulator" games dont count). - bosses : funny
enough, they are in here. Only not in the common way. cons : - open levels : though far and few between, I got lost in them. and
the: where-do-I-go? is just not fun. - hitbox : sometimes it feels like luck when climbing in-to/on-to works, getting stuck on
something feels : aaaARGHhh. - batteries : hunt for batteries, cause my equipment is crap. - water hazard : water is a recurring
hazard and you drown in 10 cm of it, sometimes not. wait WHAT? - water level traversion : combined with the awefull hit
detection: F the boat - F the raft. - small non-puzzels : "wait, that was interactable?" . yes, that. and that got me stuck for hours. -
creepy people : when you meet others, get a crucifix ready. . als stilted animation . to add to the creep factor. - keys : small #$%
that are hard to miss, and (some times) even harder to figure out where they go neutrals : - texture quality : realy dont care about
this if its all the same quality. most of the time. - voice acting : not be the greatest, but it got charming after a while. Because the
quality of it was consistant. - crashing : only ones it has crashed on me.so. yeah. that was it. - created with assets : If you cant
model it yourself, buy it. Just dont look to much into this, you'll start twitching. - dying : sometimes its the game hating me,
mostly its me going: "can I jump of this?" , "can I step on this bomb?" - detours : even the protagonist start to get annoyed at the
game lengthening: stuff-breaks-find-detour-bs. Overall I had a great time with it. If I can find the time, Im going to see if I can
100% it.. Gets frustrating around chapter 3, but really bad beginning with chapter 4. If you enjoying running around a huge
hyper-detailed open environment looking for the one thing you need to interact with, this is the game for you.
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